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U -boson production in e+e− annihilations, ψ and Υ decays, and Light Dark Matter

Pierre Fayet1
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(Dated: February 17, 2007)

We recall how a new light gauge boson emerged in Supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model with
an extra singlet chiral superfield, and how it could often behave very much as a light pseudoscalar, with the
corresponding symmetry broken at a scale higher than electroweak.

The possible existence of such a new gauge bosonU , light and very weakly coupled, allows for Light Dark
Matter particles, which could be at the origin of the 511 keV line from the galactic bulge. Could such a light
gauge boson be found directly ine+e− annihilations ? Not so easily, in fact, due to various constraints limiting
the size of its couplings, especially the axial ones, leading to an axionlike behavior or extra parity-violation
effects. In particular, searches for the decayΥ → γ+ invisibleU may be used to constrain severely theaxial
coupling of theU to the electron,feA = fbA, to be less than about10−6 mU (MeV), 50 times smaller than
the≃ 5 10−5 mU (MeV) that could otherwise have been allowed fromge − 2.

The vectorcoupling of theU to the electron may in principle be larger, but is also limited in size. Even
under favorable circumstances (no axial couplings to quarks and charged leptons, and very small couplings
to neutrinos), taking also into account possibleZ-U mixing effects, we find fromgµ − 2 , under reasonable
assumptions (no cancellation effect, lepton universality), that the vector coupling of theU to the electron can
be at most as large as≃ 1.3 10−3, for mU < mµ . Such a coupling to the muon of the order of10−3 could
also be responsible for the somewhat large value of the measured gµ − 2 , as compared to Standard Model
expectations, should this effect turn out to be real.

TheU couplings to electrons are otherwise likely to be smaller, e.g. <∼ 3 10−6 mU (MeV), if the couplings
to neutrinos and electrons are similar. This restricts significantly the possibility of detecting a lightU boson in
e+e− → γ U , making this search quite challenging. Despite the smallness of these couplings,U exchanges
can provide annihilation cross sections of LDM particles ofthe appropriate size, even if this may require that
light dark matter be relatively strongly self-interacting.

PACS numbers: 12.60.Cn, 13.20.Gd, 13.66.Hk, 14.70.Pw, 95.35.+d LPTENS-07/07

Theories beyond the Standard Model often involve ex-
tended gauge groups, necessitating new spin-1 gauge bosons,
in addition to the gluons, photon,W± andZ. It is usually be-
lieved that they should be heavy (>∼ several hundred GeV’s
at least) or even very heavy, as in grand-unified theories, in
which they could mediate proton decay. Still some could be
light, even very light, provided they are, also, very weakly
coupled, and therefore neutral.

I. A LIGHT U BOSON

We discussed, long ago, the possible existence of such a
new gauge boson calledU , exploring in particular limits on
its production and decay (depending on its mass) intoe+e−

or νν̄ pairs ... [1]. Such a particle originated from supersym-
metric extensions of the Standard Model, which requiretwo
electroweak doublet Higgs superfields, offering the possibil-
ity, in non-minimal versions of the Supersymmetric Standard
Model with an extra chiral singlet superfield [2, 3] of “rotat-
ing” independently the two doublets, i.e. of gauging an extra-
U(1) symmetry. The standard gauge group is then extended
to SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1) × extra-U(1).

The fact that the effects of such a gauge boson did not show
up in neutrino-scattering experiments (and a possible connec-
tion of this spin-1 particle with gravity through the massive
spin-3

2
gravitino [4]) led us to consider that it could be both

light and very weakly coupled. Its mass is generated through
the v.e.v.’s of the two Higgs doubletsh1 andh2, plus a possi-
ble singlet, of the supersymmetric extensions of the Standard
Model. Or also, in a similar way, in non-supersymmetric ex-
tensions as well, in which case a single Higgs doublet, plus an
additional singlet, may be sufficient.

The phenomenology of a light neutral spin-1U boson, in-
dependently of its possible origin, turns out to be quite rich.
It could be produced inqq̄ or e+e− annihilations through
processes like

ψ → γ U , Υ → γ U , K+ → π+ U , (1)

and
e+e− → γ U , (2)

including even positronium decays, should theU be lighter
than 1 MeV (cf. Figs. 2 and 5 in Sections VII and XII) [1, 5].
It could also lead to interesting effects in neutral-current phe-
nomenology, including neutrino scatterings, anomalous mag-
netic moments of charged leptons, parity-violation in atomic
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physics, ... (cf. Figs. 3, 4, 7, 8 in Sections IX, X, XII, XIV)
[1, 6, 7, 8].

TheU boson could also be extremely light (or maybe even
massless), with extremely small couplings (down to≈ 10−19

and less). Its vector couplings are normally expected, for or-
dinary neutral matter, to be expressed as a linear combination
of the conserved (or almost conserved)B andL currents, or
B−L in a grand-unified theory (rather than to other quantities
like strangeness or mass) [9]. It could then lead to apparentvi-
olations of the equivalence principle; and in the massive case
to possible deviations from the1/r2 law of gravity, the new
force induced byU exchanges having a finite rangeh̄/(mUc)
[10]. Both effects have been searched for experimentally, and
are constrained by [11]. But this is not a situation we shall be
interested in here, as we shall consider much larger values of
theU mass – more than 1 MeV – and of the gauge couplings
of theU boson to quarks and leptons, typically>∼ 10−6 .

We shall mainly be interested in the direct production of a
U boson in the processe+e− → γ U , discussing what mag-
nitude may be expected for its scattering cross section, given
thatU -induced annihilations, represented in Fig. 1 of Section
VI, may also be responsible for an appropriate relic densityof
light dark matter(LDM) particles [12, 13], which could be at
the origin of the 511 keV line from the galactic bulge [14, 15].

Estimating this cross section requires taking into account
a variety of constraints, especially those involvingaxial cou-
plings of the U (from ψ andΥ decays,gµ − 2, and parity-
violation in atomic physics), as well as the fact that theU
should in general couple to the electroweak Higgs doublet(s)
and therefore mix with theZ. We shall also see that LDM an-
nihilations do not really constrain significantly the size of the
U couplings to the electron. But other processes severely limit
them, and therefore the detectability of the direct production
of a U boson in e+e− → γ U .

II. ENHANCED EFFECTS OF THE AXIAL COUPLINGS

OF A LIGHT U

“Axionlike” behavior of a light U [1] :

If the gauge couplingsfq,l of the new spin-1 bosonU with
quarks and leptons are very small, it looks like theU should be
very weakly coupled to these particles, almost by definition.

This is, however, not necessarily true ! How is it possible ?
Even with such very small couplings, the rates for producing
a light U through its interactions with quarks and leptons, al-
though seemingly proportional tof 2

q,l , would not necessarily
be small in the presence of axial couplings.

Indeed a non-vanishing axial coupling (fq,l A) of the U
to a quark or lepton would generate, for a longitudinally-
polarizedU (with ǫµL ≃ kµ/mU ), an effective pseudoscalar
coupling

fq,l p =
2mq,l

mU
fq,l A . (3)

This one may be sizeable, even if the axial gauge coupling
fq,l A is very small, if the mass of theU boson is small as
well. In fact, this axial couplingfq,l A simply regenerates in a
spontaneously broken gauge theory, through eq. (3), the pseu-
doscalar couplings to quarks and leptons of the spin-0 Gold-
stone boson (denoted bya) that was eliminated when theU
acquired its mass. A light spin-1U boson would then be pro-
duced, through its interactions with quarks and leptons, like
this spin-0 pseudoscalar (i.e. also very much like a spin-0 ax-
ion), proportionally tof 2

q,l A/m
2
U , timesm 2

q,l , i.e. to f 2
q,l p .

Supersymmetry spontaneously broken “at a high scale”:

In a similar way the± 1
2

polarisation states of a massive
but very light spin-3

2
gravitino, although coupled only with

extremely small gravitational strength (i.e. proportionally to
κ =

√
8πGNewton ≃ 4 10−19 GeV−1), would undergo en-

hanced gravitational interactions, owing to the large factor

√

2

3

kµ

m3/2
(4)

then present in the expression of the gravitino wave func-
tion [4]. Although still coupled with gravitational strength
∝ κ , these states would be produced and interact much more
strongly, proportionally to(κ2/m 2

3/2) ... , with the gravitino
massm3/2 expressed as

m3/2 = κd/
√
6 , or κF/

√
3 . (5)

These interaction or decay rates involving light graviti-
nos are proportional toκ2/m 2

3/2 i.e. to 1/d2 or 1/F 2,

where
√
d /21/4 =

√
F = Λss is usually called the supersym-

metry-breaking scale, so that

Λss = (3/8π)1/4
√
m3/2mP . (6)

The± 1
2

polarisation states of a light gravitino would be-
have, in fact, very much like a spin-1

2
goldstino [4]. The

strength of these enhanced gravitino interactions, fixed by
the gravitino massm3/2 or equivalently the supersymmetry-
breaking scale, could be sizeable if supersymmetry were bro-
ken “at a low scale”, comparable to the electroweak scale,
the gravitino mass being then very small (e.g. typically∝
(electroweak scale)2/mPlanck ≈ 10−5 eV/c2). But this
strength would become very small, or again extremely small
– with the corresponding spin-1

2
goldstino state very weakly

or extremely weakly coupled – if supersymmetry gets broken
“at a large scale”. The gravitino then acquires a sizeable mass

m3/2 =

√

8π

3

Λ2
ss

mP
, (7)

possibly up to∼ mW to TeV scale, supersymmetry being
then said to be broken at the scaleΛss ∼ 1010 to 1011 GeV
[46].
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“Hiding” these enhanced effects of axial couplings, with an
extra-U(1) symmetry broken at a higher scale:

Let us return to spin-1 particles, with very small gauge cou-
plings to quarks and leptons. The smallness of the couplings
of a massive gauge particle is not sufficient to guarantee that
its interactions will actually also be small (as we saw above
for a spin-3

2
particle), if this spin-1 particle has non-vanishing

axial couplings. This requires, in fact, that the scale at which
the corresponding (extra-U(1)) symmetry is spontaneously
broken be sufficiently large (as for a massive gravitino and
supersymmetry-breaking scale, in supersymmetric theories).

Searches for such lightU bosons with non-vanishing axial
couplings, as in the hadronic decays (1) of theψ, Υ, or K+,
with theU decaying into unobservedνν̄ or light dark matter
particle pairs, then require, dealing with standard model parti-
cles, that the extra-U(1) symmetry be broken at a scale higher
than the electroweak scale. And possibly even at a large scale
if an extra singlet acquires a large vacuum expectation value,
possibly much higher than the electroweak scale, accordingto
a mechanism already exhibited in [1] and which also applies
to spin-0 axions as well, making them “invisible”.

III. GAUGING AND BREAKING THE EXTRA- U(1)A

SYMMETRY

In the absence of such an extra singlet, a light spin-1U bo-
son would behave very much like a light spin-0 pseudoscalar
A described by a linear combination of the neutral Higgs dou-
blet componentsh ◦

1 andh ◦
2 , reminiscent of a standard axion,

or of theA of the MSSM when this one is light.

Two Higgs doublets and their v.e.v.’s:

Let us denote

h1 =

(
h ◦

1

h−

1

)

, h2 =

(
h+
2

h ◦

2

)

, (8)

the two Englert-Brout-Higgs doublets whose v.e.v.’s

<h ◦
1 >=

v1√
2

=
v√
2
cosβ , <h ◦

2 >=
v2√
2

=
v√
2
sinβ ,

(9)
are responsible for the masses of down quarks and charged
leptons, and up quarks, respectively, as in supersymmetric
extensions of the Standard Model – although one may also
choose not to work within supersymmetry, or disregard the
SUSY sector ofR-odd superpartners. We denote

1

x
= tanβ =

v2
v1

, (10)

which replaces thetan δ = v′/v” of [2, 3], with

ϕ” =

(
ϕ”◦

ϕ”−

)

→ h1 , ϕ
′ =

(
ϕ′◦

ϕ′−

)

with ϕc → h2 .

(11)

Gauging anU(1)A :

Of course in a supersymmetric theory there is here no
µ H1H2 superpotential term as it would not be invariant un-
der the extra-U(1) symmetry that we intend to gauge, if one
is to rotate independently the two Higgs doubletsh1 andh2,
using as in [16] the invariance under

h1 → ei α h1 , h2 → ei α h2 , (12)

and similarly for the two doublet Higgs superfieldsH1 and
H2.

The µ parameter was in fact promoted to a full chiral su-
perfield in [3], theµ H1H2 term being replaced by a trilinear
coupling with an extra singlet chiral superfieldN [47],

µ H1H2 → λ H1H2N . (13)

This replacement of theµ term by a trilinearλH1H2N cou-
pling allowed, subsequently, for the gauging [2] of an extra-
U(1) symmetry acting as in (12), already identified in [3] un-
der the name ofU , under which

H1,2 → ei α H1,2 , N → e− 2 i α N , (14)

so thatλ H1H2N is U -invariant, but notN itself [48].

The gauging of this extra-U(1) symmetry [49], in the
presence of theλ H1H2N trilinear superpotential coupling,
therefore requires not to include in the superpotential anyof
the N, N2 and N3 terms [2]. (Of course we do not have
to gauge such an extra-U(1) symmetry, in which case we re-
main with one version or the other – depending on which of
the N, N2 andN3 terms are selected in theN superpoten-
tial [50] – of a non-minimalSU(3)× SU(2)× U(1) super-
symmetric extension of the Standard Model, often called the
NMSSM [2, 3].)

In any case, this construction allows for the generation of
quark and charged-lepton masses, in a way compatible with
the gauging of the extra-U(1) symmetry, through the usual
trilinear superpotential

λe H1 L Ē + λd H1 QD̄ − λu H2 Q Ū , (15)

leading from (9) to charged-lepton and quark masses

me = λe
v1√
2
, md = λd

v1√
2
, mu = λu

v2√
2
, (16)

SU(2) and family indices being omitted for simplicity.

This extra-U(1) symmetry acts in the simplest case on the
left-handed (anti)quark and (anti)lepton superfields as follows
[2]

(Q, Ū, D̄; L, Ē) → e− i
α
2 (Q, Ū , D̄; L, Ē) ; (17)

i.e. it actsaxially on quark and lepton fields,
{

doublets: (qL, lL) → e− iα
2 (qL, lL) ,

singlets: (uR, dR, eR) → ei
α
2 (uR, dR, eR) ,

(18)
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with family indices again omitted for simplicity, togetherwith

h1 → ei α h1 , h2 → ei α h2 , (19)

as in (12,14).

The Goldstone boson ofU(1)A, and the axion:

This extra-U(1)A symmetry acts on quarks, leptons and the
two Higgs doublets as the one considered in [18] in connec-
tion with the strongCP problem. The corresponding Gold-
stone bosona considered here is eaten away when the ex-
traU(1) is gauged so that the corresponding gauge boson ac-
quires a mass. Constructed from the two neutral Higgs dou-
blet componentsh ◦

1 andh ◦
2 (plus a possible singlet contribu-

tion as we saw) [1, 2], this would-be masless Goldstone boson
a is reminiscent of a spin-0 axion [19, 20].

The U(1) of [18], however, is intrinsically anomalous and
corresponds to a pseudo-symmetry violated by quantum ef-
fects, to “rotate away” theCP -violating parameterθ of QCD,
the corresponding pseudo-Goldstone boson, called axion, ac-
quiring a small mass. The extra-U(1) symmetry should here,
in principle, be made anomaly-free if it is to be gauged, evenif
the cancellation of anomalies may involve a new sector of the
theory, not necessarily closely connected to the one discussed
here. The spin-0 Goldstone bosona gets eliminated when the
spin-1U boson acquires its mass.

Cancelling anomalies:

The extra-U(1) symmetry discussed above would be
anomalous, if we limit ourselves to the quarks and leptons
of the standard model. Anomalies may be cancelled, e.g. by
extending the theory to include new mirror quarks and leptons
(qm andlm), transforming under the extraU(1) as follows:






doublets: (qmR , l
m
R ) → e− iα

2 (qmR , l
m
R ) ,

singlets: (umL , d
m
L , e

m
L ) → ei

α
2 (umL , d

m
L , e

m
L ) ,

(20)
the counterpart of (18), so that the whole theory be vectorlike.

Since dmL q
m
R transforms like dR qL under SU(2) ×

U(1) × extra-U(1) , etc., < h ◦
1 > and < h ◦

2 > may (just
as for ordinary quarks and leptons) be responsible for mirror
charged-lepton and down-quark masses, and mirror up-quark
masses, respectively (through Yukawa couplings proportional
to h1 dmL q

m
R + h.c. , etc.), in a two-Higgs-doublet theory, in a

way compatible with the extra-U(1) symmetry – but ignoring
for the moment supersymmetry.

In a supersymmetric theory however, we have to take
into account the analyticity of the superpotential.H1 and
H2 may still be used to generate mirror quark and lep-
ton masses through superpotential terms proportional to
H2 L̄

mEm, H2 Q̄
mDm and H1 Q̄

mUm, in a SU(3) ×
SU(2)×U(1) gauge theory, but this cannot be done in a way
compatible with the above extra-U(1) symmetry. Indeed, as
the mirror (anti)quark and (anti)lepton superfields (stilltaken
left-handed) transform as follows:

(Q̄m, Um, Dm; L̄m, Em) → ei
α
2 (Q̄m, Um, Dm; L̄m, Em) ,

(21)

we need to introduce two more doublet Higgs superfields,H3

andH4 (again taken as left-handed, with opposite weak hy-
perchargesY = ±1) transforming under the extraU(1) ac-
cording to

H3,4 → e−iα H3,4 , (22)

so as to generate mirror quark and lepton masses in an extra-
U(1)-invariant way [17].

They appear in fact as the mirror counterparts ofH1 and
H2, also required to avoid anomalies associated with the
extra-U(1) couplings of the two higgsino doublets̃h1 and h̃2
(cf. eq. (14)), so that the whole theory be vectorlike. This is
also reminiscent ofN=2 extended supersymmetric theories,
which naturally involve (beforeN=2 supersymmetry break-
ing) four doublet Higgs superfieldsrather than the usual two,
then describing, in particular, 4 Dirac charginos, etc. [23].

Instead of gauging the extraU(1) as discussed here, one
may also consider a global (and possibly anomalous) extra-
U(1) symmetry spontaneously or explicitly broken (e.g. by
N, N2 or N3 superpotential terms, or soft supersymmetry-
breaking terms). It then generates a massless Goldstone boson
a, or a would-be (pseudo-)Goldstone boson, which acquires a
mass (small if the amount of explicit breaking of the extra
U(1) is small.

In all these cases, the branching ratios forψ (or Υ ) →
light spin-1U boson, or light spin-0 pseudoscalara, will be
essentially the same. Let us now discuss the couplings to
quarks and leptons of the spin-1U boson, or of its “equiv-
alent” spin-0 pseudoscalara.

IV. COUPLINGS OF THE EQUIVALENT

SPIN-0 PSEUDOSCALAR a

The Yukawa couplings of the two Higgs doubletsh1 and
h2 to quarks and leptons are

λd,l =
md,l

v1/
√
2

=
md,l

v√
2
cosβ

, λu =
mu

v2/
√
2

=
mu

v√
2
sinβ

,

(23)
and those of their real neutral components (

√
2 ℜh ◦

1 and√
2 ℜh ◦

2 ) ,







md,l

v1
= 21/4 G

1/2
F md,l / cosβ ,

mu

v2
= 21/4 G

1/2
F mu / sinβ ,

(24)

respectively [51]. Asmt/mb = (λt/λb) × (v2/v1), larger
values of1/x = tanβ (between≈ 1 up to ≈ mt/mb ≃
40) may be preferred.

The massless Goldstone boson field eliminated away by the
massiveZ, previously denoted in [2, 3] as

√
2 ℑ (cos δ ϕ”◦+

sin δ ϕ′◦) , reads in modern notations

zg =
√
2 ℑ (cosβ h ◦

1 − sinβ h ◦
2 ) . (25)
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Its orthogonal combination

A =
√
2 ℑ (sinβ h ◦

1 + cosβ h ◦
2 ) (26)

(ignoring for the moment possible extra singlet v.e.v.’s) rep-
resents, in the presence of the new extra-U(1) symmetry, the
massless spin-0 Goldstone field to be eliminated by theU ,
when theSU(3)×SU(2)×U(1)Y× extra-U(1) symmetry
gets spontaneously broken down toSU(3)QCD × U(1)QED

through<h ◦
1 > and<h ◦

2 > [52] [53].

With h1 andh2 separately responsible for down-quark and
charged-lepton masses, and up-quark masses, respectively, as
in supersymmetric theories, we get from (24,26) the usual ex-
pression of the pseudoscalar couplings ofA to quarks and
charged leptons,






21/4G
1/2
F mu cotβ [or x] , for u-quarks,

21/4G
1/2
F md,l tanβ [or

1

x
] , for d-quarks and ch. leptons,

(27)

which acquire their masses through< h 0
2 > and < h 0

1 >,
respectively [54].

In the presence of one or several extra singlets transforming
under the extra-U(1) symmetry and acquiring non-vanishing
v.e.v.’s [1], expression (26) of the equivalent spin-0 pseu-
doscalar gets modified, to

a = cos ζ ( “standard”A ) + sin ζ ( new singlet ), (28)

in which we define

r = cos ζ . (29)

The spin-1U boson, instead of behaving like the spin-0 pseu-
doscalarA given by (26), i.e. very much like a standard axion,
now behaves (excepted for theγγ coupling, absent) like the
above doublet-singlet combinationa.

As the extra spin-0 singlets are not directly coupled to
quarks and leptons, the effective pseudoscalar couplings of U
to quarks and charged leptons read

21/4 G
1/2
F mu r x ≃ 4 10−6 mu (MeV) r x

≃ 4 10−6 mu (MeV) cos ζ cotβ

(30)
for up quarks, and

21/4 G
1/2
F md,l

r

x
≃ 4 10−6 md,l (MeV)

r

x

≃ 4 10−6 mu (MeV) cos ζ tanβ

(31)
for down quarks and charged leptons.

The ψ → γ U andΥ → γ U decay rates, in particular, are
multiplied by the factor

r2 = cos2 ζ < 1 , (32)

which may be small. This corresponds precisely to the mech-
anism by which the standard axion may be replaced by a new
axion, called later “invisible”. As for such an axion, all ampli-
tudes for emitting or absorbing (resp. exchanging) in this way
a lightU boson are multiplied by the parameterr = cos ζ ≤ 1
(resp.r2 ≤ 1), which becomes very small when the extra sin-
glet acquires a large v.e.v. [1].

The corresponding axial couplings of theU , in general ob-
tained after taking into accountZ-U mixing effects (cf. next
Section), are then given by

fq,l A = 2−3/4 G
1/2
F mU

︸ ︷︷ ︸

2 10−6 mU (MeV)

×







r x , for up quarks,

r

x
, for d-quarks and ch. lept..

(33)
in agreement with eq. (3).

V. IMPLICATIONS FOR e+e− → γ U :

a first discussion

Altogether the axial couplings of aU boson fq,l A turn
out to be rather strongly constrained, especially for lightU ,
owing to the enhancement factor2mq,l/mU appearing in
eq. (3). We are going to discuss here, in particular, the ef-
fects of this phenomenon on the possible size of the couplings
of theU boson to the electron.

Constraint on the axial couplings of theU from gµ − 2 :

Let us consider the contribution to the anomalous magnetic
moment of the muon, induced by the exchange of a virtual
U boson (see Fig. 4 in Section X). If theU is significantly
lighter than the muon there is an enhancement of the effects
of its axial coupling, by a factor≈ (4) m 2

µ/m
2
U originating

from the expression of its propagator,

− gµν + kµ kν

m 2
U

k2 −m 2
U

. (34)

This enhancement factor,≈ (4) 100 for a 10 MeVU bo-
son, could lead a too large negative contribution togµ − 2,
proportional tof 2

µA/m
2
U . More precisely

δ aAµ ≃ −
f 2
µA

4 π2

m 2
µ

m 2
U

= −
f 2
µp

16 π2
(35)

is found (owing to (3)) to be essentially the same as for the
exchange of the equivalent pseudoscalar spin-0 particlea. I.e.
also the same as for a standard axion, times the factorr2 =
cos2 ζ ≤ 1 associated with the fact that an extra Higgs singlet
may acquire a (possibly large) v.e.v., increasing the scaleat
which the extra-U(1) symmetry gets spontaneously broken,
as compared to the electroweak scale [1, 6].

In agreement with expression (3) of the equivalent pseu-
doscalar coupling,

fµ p =
2mµ

mU
fµA = 21/4 G

1/2
F mµ

r

x
, (36)
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we get for this axial contribution, “enhanced” by the effectof
the factorm 2

µ/m
2
U but now also reduced by the extra factor

r2 = cos2 ζ [6],

δ aAµ ≃ −
GF m

2
µ

8 π2
√
2

r2

x2
≃ − 1.17 10−9 r2

x2

≃ − 1.17 10−9 cos2 ζ tan2 β .

(37)

In the absence of approximate cancellations with other
(positive) contributions, such as those that would be induced
by the vector couplings of theU , δaVµ ≃ f 2

µV /(8 π
2) for a

sufficiently lightU , this leads as in [13] to a rather severe
constraint onfµp , r/x< 1 (cf. Section X). It corresponds,
owing to (33), to

|fµA| <∼ 2 10−6 mU (MeV) , (38)

approximately expressed as

f 2
µA

m 2
U

<∼
GF
3

. (39)

This constraint onfµA – only valid in the absence of can-
cellations with other positive contributions toδaµ – may be
applied to the axial coupling to the electron, under the reason-
able hypothesis of lepton universality, also in agreement with
eq. (33) giving the axial couplings of theU within the class
of models considered. The resulting constraint, i.e. (38) and
(39) now applied tofeA, turns out to be significantly more
restrictive than the corresponding one,

|feA| <∼ 5 10−5 mU (MeV) , (40)

that follows directly from thege− 2 of the electron (cf. Sec-
tion IX).

Constraints on axial couplings from quarkonium decays :

The axial couplings of theU to the c, b and s quarks
get also constrained from theψ → γ U , Υ → γ U and
K+ → π+ U decays, respectively (cf. Section XII). In
simple situations ensuring the absence of unwanted flavor-
changing neutral current effects [9, 21] (cf. Section XI),the
axial couplings to the charge− 1

3
d, s andb quarks are found

from gauge invariance to be equal tofeA. This is, of course,
also in agreement with expression (33) of the axial couplings
of the U , related through (3) to expressions (30,31) of the
equivalent pseudoscalar couplings. As a result

feA = fdA = fsA = fbA ,

get constrained byK+ andΥ decays.
(41)

We get in particular, fromΥ decays,

f 2
eA

m 2
U

=
f 2
bA

m 2
U

<∼
GF
10

. (42)

When combined with the corresponding constraint from
ψ → γ U decays this implies, for aU boson having non-
vanishing axial couplings, that theSU(2) × U(1)× extra-
U(1) gauge symmetry cannot be broken down toU(1)QED

through the v.e.v.’s of two electroweak Higgs doublets only.
An extra Higgs singletshould acquire a (possibly large) v.e.v.,
in addition to the usual Higgs doublet v.e.v’s, to make such
effects of the longitudinal polarisation state of theU boson
sufficiently small, just as for the axion.

Consequences on the size of the cross section:

We are interested in the possibility of producing a realU
boson somewhat heavier than the electron, ine+e− → γ U .
Disregarding for simplicityme with respect to the energyE of
an incoming electron or positron, and tomU , we get a cross
section roughly proportional to

σ (e+e− → γ U) ∝ f 2
e V + f 2

eA . (43)

Not surprisingly, vector couplings of theU are much less con-
strained (see e.g. [22]) than axial ones (cf. eq. (42)).Vector
couplings may well turn out to be larger, then providing the
essential contribution to the light dark matter (LDM) annihi-
lation cross section intoe+e− pairs through the virtual pro-
duction of an intermediateU boson, also roughly proportional
to f 2

eV +f 2
eA [12, 13]. They thus represent, perhaps, the best

hope for a significante+e− → γ U production cross section.

If however vector and axial couplings were related, as e.g.
if theU couplings werechiral so that|feV | = |feA|,

σ (e+e− → γ U) ∝ f 2
e V + f 2

eA = 2 f 2
eA , (44)

the strong constraints on axial couplings from (38-42) would
also apply to vector couplings, reducing significantly the
hopes of detectingU bosons throughe+e− → γ U .

It is thus crucial to pay a special attention to these axial
couplings of theU . They are necessarily present if this one
couples differently to left-handed and right-handed fermion
fields, e.g. toeL andeR. The resulting axial coupling to the
electron,

feA =
feL − feR

2
, (45)

could also easily induce excessively large parity-violation ef-
fects, most notably in atomic physics, proportional to the
product feA fq V (cf. Fig. 7 in Section XII)): an impor-
tant constraint which cannot be ignored [6, 7, 8]. This would
be the case, in particular, if one were to consider that theU
ought to couple to the singlet right-handed electron fieldeR,
but not to the electroweak doublet(νL, eL), in which case

feA = − 1

2
feR . (46)

Z-U mixing effects:

It is also crucial to pay attention to themixing effectsbe-
tween electroweak (SU(2) × U(1)) and extra-U(1) neutral
gauge bosons [1, 9, 21]. If theU were to couple toeR but not
to (νL, eL), or simply as soon as it couples differently toeL
andeR, it should also couple to the electroweak doublet Higgs
field responsible for the electron massme. This corresponds
in general to a situation in which there is a (small or very
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small) mixing between the neutralZ andU bosons, induced
by the v.e.v.(’s) of the doublet Higgs field(s), with (small or
very small) extra-U(1) gauge couplings . The fields corre-
sponding to the physical mass eigenstates are then expressed
as

{
Zµ = cos η Zµ◦ + sin η Z”µ ,

Uµ = − sin η Zµ◦ + cos η Z”µ ,
(47)

in terms of the standard expression of theZ field,

Zµ◦ = cos θ Wµ
3 − sin θ Bµ , (48)

and of the original extra-U(1) gauge field, here denoted by
Z”µ.

This small mixing does not in general affect significantly
the Z current. But the current to which theU boson cou-
ples is no longer identical to the extra-U(1) current, but picks
up an extra part proportional to the usualZ current JµZ◦

=

Jµ3 − sin2 θ Jµem . TheU couplings toeL andνL are then no
longer constrained to be the same.

As a resultasking for a small or vanishing coupling toνL,
in view of not modifying excessively the low-energyν-e scat-
tering cross section (cf. Fig. 8 in Section XIV),does not ne-
cessitate a small or vanishing coupling toeL. Such a require-
ment would imply an approximately chiral coupling toeR,
more strongly constrained than a pureV coupling, and there-
fore a comparatively smallere+e− → γ U cross section.

VI. U BOSONS AND LDM ANNIHILATIONS

Let us now come to dark matter, and more specifically to
the possibility of Light Dark Matter particles, as theU boson
should play a crucial role in their annihilations.

Indeed, while weakly-interacting massive particles must in
general be rather heavy, one may now considerlight dark
matter (LDM) particles, by using new efficient mechanisms
responsible for their annihilations, most notably intoe+e−,
as shown in Fig. 1. In the absence of such new annihilation
mechanisms, the relic abundance of LDM particles would be
far too large.

The U boson, although very weakly coupled at least to
quarks and leptons, can still lead to the relatively “large”an-
nihilation cross sections required to get the right relic abun-
dance (Ωdm ≃ 22%) for the non-baryonic dark matter of the
Universe; exchanges of charged heavy (e.g. mirror) fermions
could play a role too, for spin-0 LDM particles [12].U -
induced annihilations also allow for aP -wave (or mostlyP -
wave) annihilation cross section of LDM particles intoe+e−,
<σann vrel/c >halo now, for low-velocity halo particles, be-
ing then significantly less than at freeze-out time. (This fea-
ture may be useful to avoid a potential danger of excessive
γ-ray production [24], depending, however, on how this pro-
duction occurs and is estimated.) A gamma ray signature from
the galactic center at low energy could then be due to a light
new gauge boson [12].

e+

e−

χ

χ

U
or

e+

e−

ϕ

ϕ

U

FIG. 1: Dark matter annihilations intoe+e− pairs [12, 13]. The first
diagram corresponds to the pair annihilation of spin-1

2
LDM particles

χ (which may be self-conjugate, or not); and the second one to the
case of spin-0 particlesϕ .

The subsequent observation by INTEGRAL/SPI of a bright
511 keVγ-ray line from the galactic bulge [14] could then
be viewed as a sign of the annihilations of such positrons
originating from light dark matter annihilations [15]. The
annihilation cross sections of LDM particles intoe+e− are
such that these particles, that could explain both thenon-
baryonic dark matterand the 511 keV line, may have spin1

2

instead of spin 0 [13]. As of today, there is still no easy con-
ventional interpretation for the origin of so many positrons,
from supernovae or other astrophysical objects or processes
[25]. The new dark matter annihilation processes mediated
by U exchanges, that would produce these positrons, ap-
pear asstronger than weak interactions, at lower energies
(when weak interactions are really very weak), while becom-
ing weaker than weak(and therefore still difficult to detect) at
higher energies.

The mass of theU boson and its couplings to leptons
and quarks are already strongly constrained, independently of
dark matter. Additional constraints from cosmology and as-
trophysics involve the characteristics of the LDM particles,
that we shall generically callχ (irrespectively of their possi-
ble spin), should theU be responsible for their annihilations.
The main requirements are:

i) the total LDM annihilation cross section at freeze out
should be≃ 4 or 5 pb, to get the right relic abundance, or,
more precisely [13]:

<σann vrel/c>F ≃ 4 to 5 pb

{
× 2 if LDM not self-conjugate,

× 1
2

if S instead ofP -wave ann.
(49)

ii) constraints from the intensity of the 511 keVγ-ray
line from the galactic bulge involve thepartial annihilation
cross section forχχ → e+e− at low halo velocities, and
depend on whether it isS-wave orP -wave-dominated (with
σann vrel ∝ 1 or v2, respectively). They are also sensitive to
the shape of the dark matter profiles adopted within the bulge,
aP -wave cross section requiring a more peaked halo density
[26, 27].

A S-wave cross section, such that<σχχ→e+e−vrel/c >halo

≈<σχχ→e+e− vrel/c >F ≈ 1 to a few pb (given that we are
dealing here with thepartial annihilation cross section into
e+e−, excluding neutrinos) [55], would necessitate a (rela-
tively) heavier LDM particle, say>∼ 30 MeV (as the LDM
number density scales as1/mχ and the 511 keV emissivity as
1/m2

χ), which is probably excluded as we shall see.
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A P -wave cross-section, for which< σ vrel >halo would
be much smaller, would require, to get the observed 511 keV
signal, a much lighter LDM particle (≃ 1

2
to typically a few

MeV), with a rather peaked halo profile [27] (cf. Fig. 7 in that
paper) [56], or a more clumpy one, in which case the mass of
the LDM particle could be higher. Intermediate situations are
also possible for a wide range of LDM masses, with a cross-
section (49)P -wave dominated at freeze-out, later becoming
smaller and ultimatelyS-wave dominated (orS + P -wave)
for low-velocity halo particles [26, 27] [57].

Other constraintsiii) require that the LDM massmχ be
sufficiently small (<∼ 3 up to maybe 30 MeV depending
on the hypotheses made), to avoid excessiveγ-rays from
inner-bremsstrahlung, bremsstrahlung, and in-flight annihila-
tions [13, 28]. Constraintsiv) from core-collapse supernovae
require LDM particles to be>∼ 10 MeV at least, if they have
relatively “strong” interactions with neutrinos, as they do with
electrons [29] [58]. No further constraints are obtained from
the evaluation of the softγ-ray extragalactic background that
may be generated by the cumulated effects of LDM annihila-
tions, once one takes into account that positrons cannot anni-
hilate in small mass halos [27].

VII. e+e− → γ U CROSS SECTION

U bosons may be directly produced in an accelerator exper-
iment, through the processe+e− → γ U , as shown in Fig. 2
[5, 12, 31]. This was first evaluated at threshold (

√
s ≃ 2me)

long ago, assumingmU < 2me, to discuss the production
of a very light U (less than about 1 MeV) remaining in-
visible, in positronium decays [5]. The relevant parameters
are the massmU , and the vector and axial couplings to the
electron appearing in the lagrangian density

L = − Uµ ē γµ (feV − feA γ5) e + ... . (50)

These are expressed in terms of chiral couplings as

fe V =
feL + feR

2
, feA =

feL − feR
2

, (51)

PL = 1−γ5
2

and PR = 1+γ5
2

denoting the left-handed and
right-handed projectors, respectively.

γ

U

e+

e−

γ

U

e+

e−

FIG. 2: Direct production of aU boson ine+e− annihilation. The
U should decay preferentially into LDM particles ifmU > 2mχ,
and otherwise intoe+e− or possiblyνν̄ pairs.

We shall be interested here in the production of aU heavier
than 1 MeV, in e+e− annihilations. For a vector coupling of
theU and at high energy2E large compared to2me and

mU so that bothme andmU may be disregarded, the cross-
section is equal to2 f 2

eV /e
2 times thee+e− → γ γ cross

section. If there is an axial couplingfeA as well, this ratio
is to be replaced (again disregarding the electron massme as
compared toE) by

2
f 2
eV + f 2

eA

e2
=

f 2
eL + f 2

eR

e2
, (52)

also denoted2 f2
e

e2 . The detectability of this process depends
essentially on the values of theU couplings to the electron, as
compared to the positron chargee =

√
4πα ≃ .3.

At energy 2E large compared to bothmU and2me, one
has [59]

dσ (e+e− → γ U) ≃ f 2
eL + f 2

eR

e2
dσ (e+e− → γ γ) . (53)

As dσ
d cos θ (e+e− → γ γ) ≃ 4π α2

s ( 1
sin2 θ − 1

2
) , and θ

(the polar angle of the photon produced with respect to the
direction of the incoming electron) being here in the[0, π]
instead of[0, π/2] interval, one has

dσ

d cos θ
(e+e−→ γ U) ≃ α (f 2

eL + f 2
eR)

2 s
( 1

sin2 θ
− 1

2
) .

(54)

If the U mass cannot be neglected as compared to the total
energy2E of the scattering electrons and positrons, the cross
section may be obtained from the corresponding expression
for e+e− → γ Z [31, 32]. This gives, neglecting againme

for simplicity [60],

dσ

d cos θ
≃ α (f 2

eL + f 2
eR)

2 s2 (s−m 2
U )

(
s2 +m 4

U

sin2 θ
− (s−m 2

U )
2

2

)

,

(55)
which reduces to (54), fors = 4E2 ≫ m 2

U .

The U boson can then decay intoe+e−, or an invisible
νν̄ or LDM particle pair (the latter being favored formU >
2mχ) [61]. The crucial quantity, to discuss if a lightU bo-
son could be detectable in this way, is the size of its vector
and axial couplings,feV andfeA, to the electron. The pos-
sibility of detectingU bosons at currentB-factories or at the
φ factory DAΦNE, which could be sensitive to couplingsfeR
larger than10−4−10−3 (DAΦNE) down to3 10−5 − 3 10−4

(B-factories), has been considered recently (the first numbers
correspond to 100 % invisible decay modes, the last to 100 %
decays intoe+e−) [31], using, however, specific hypothesis
whose validity may be questioned – such as a chiral coupling
of theU of eR only, without mixing between theZ andU
bosons – and disregarding a number of relevant constraints,
most notably the strong ones involving the axial coupling of
theU to the electron. This has the effect of being overly opti-
mistic as to the detectability of theU boson ine+e− scatter-
ings, by suggesting that most of the relevant parameter space
could be probed soon in this way.
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VIII. CAN U PRODUCTION CROSS SECTION BE

CONSTRAINED FROM LDM ANNIHILATIONS ?

Is it possible to relate the expected size of the production
cross section fore+e− → γ U with the characteristics of the
LDM particle, as the exchange of a virtualU should be re-
sponsible for the LDM annihilation cross section, constrained
both from the relic abundance of LDM particles and intensity
of the 511 keVγ-ray line (cf. Fig. 1 in Section VI) ? Not so
easily, in fact, as the former is proportional toe2 f2

e , and the
latter to c2χ f

2
e (cf. Fig. 2 in Section VII), cχ denoting the

magnitude of theU coupling to the LDM particle, denoted by
χ independently of its spin,1

2
or 0. Some relations were

presented in [31], which however follow mostly from specific
assumptions on the size of theU coupling to LDM particles.
It is thus necessary to discuss again the possible size of theU
couplings to electrons, taking also into account a number of
aspects disregarded previously.

Annihilation cross sections of LDM particles intoe+e− de-
pend on the productcχfe, as well as onmU and mχ, and
more precisely on

cχ fe
|m 2

U − 4m 2
χ |

mχ . (56)

To obtain the correct relic density we need a total annihilation
cross section of the order of 4 to 5 pb, as follows from (49),
i.e. an annihilation cross section intoe+e− of the order of 4
to 5 pb, times the branching fractionBeeann. This requires (cf.
eq. (16) in the first paper of [13]):

|cχ| (f 2
eV +f 2

eA)
1
2 ≃ 10−6

|m 2
U − 4m 2

χ|
mχ (1.8 MeV)

(Beeann)
1
2 . (57)

FormU ≃ 10 MeV andmχ ≃ 4 MeV as considered in
[12], or 6 MeV, this would give

| cχ fe | ≃ 5 10−6 , (58)

or ≃ 3 10−6 only if 40% of annihilations led toe+e−, the rest
of the required LDM annihilations being provided by theνν̄
channels. For a heavierU we could get larger couplings, e.g.

up to | cχ fe | ≃ 10−2

2mχ(MeV)
, for a 100 MeV U . (59)

Discussing, however, limitations on the productcχfe does
not help so much as we are primarily interested in the size of
the coupling to the electron, represented byfe. Dividing fe
(andfν) by 10 while multiplyingcχ by the same factor 10
leaves unchanged the annihilation cross sections at freezeout,
and nowadays in the halo. But it has a crucial effect on the
detectability of theU boson by dividing its production cross
section by 100 !

This illustrates thatdark matter considerations only play
a secondary rolein the determination of the size of the cou-
plings to the electron,feA andfeV , once we have checked
that suitable LDM annihilation cross sections can indeed be

obtained, with an appropriate coupling to the LDM particle
cχ <∼ 1, or in any case

√
4 π if we would like the theory to re-

main perturbative [62]. StillmU should in general better not
be excessively large as compared to2mχ, otherwise theU
couplings to ordinary particles would tend to be too large if
cχ is to remain perturbative.

To quantify this, demandingcχ <
√
4 π would imply from

(57)

fe = (f 2
eV + f 2

eA)
1
2 >∼ 3 10−7

|m 2
U − 4m 2

χ|
mχ (2 MeV)

(Beeann)
1
2 .

(60)

FormU ≃ 10 MeV andmχ ≃ 4 (or 6) MeV, the couplings
to electrons should then verify roughly, from (58),

fe >∼ 10−6 , (61)

with an annihilation ratio intoe+e−, Beeann, taken to be of
almost unity. I.e. they could be quite small, but may well
also be significantly larger,fe ≃ 5 10−4 corresponding in
the above example tocχ ≃ 10−2.

For larger values ofmU , e.g.100 MeV withmχ = 5 (resp.
15) MeV, the couplings to electrons should verify

fe >∼ 3 10−4 (resp. 10−4) , (62)

so as to havecχ <
√
4 π . FormU = 300MeV withmχ = 15

MeV, fe >∼ 10−3. In such cases theU couplings to electrons
have to be relatively “large”, provided of course such values
are still also compatible with all other constraints, most no-
tably from from ge−2, gµ−2, ψ, Υ andK+ decays, parity-
violation effects in atomic physics,ν-e scattering, as we shall
discuss more precisely now.

IX. ge − 2 CONSTRAINTS ON U COUPLINGS TO e

Let us consider the contributions induced by the exchanges
of a lightU boson to the anomalous magnetic moments of the
charged leptons, electron and muon (see Fig. 3) [1, 6, 8, 12,
13].

γ

e−e− U

FIG. 3:U -exchange contribution toge − 2 .

A. Vector coupling

For a vector coupling to the electron, the additional contri-
bution to ae = (ge− 2)/2 is given by

δaVe ≃ f 2
eV

4 π2

∫ 1

0

m 2
e x

2 (1− x) dx

m 2
e x

2 +m 2
U (1− x)

≃ f 2
eV

12 π2

m 2
e

m 2
U

F (
mU

me
).

(63)
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It would reduce to a QED-like expressionf
2
eV

8 π2 if theU were

much lighter thanme, and to f 2
eV

12π2

m 2
e

m 2
U

if much heavier. For

aU at least as heavy asme we tabulateF (mU

me
) as follows:

mU me 2me 5me 10me large

F (mU

me
)

π√
3
− 3

2
≃ .31 .54 .81 .92 ≃ 1

(64)

Taking into account the latest experimental measurement of
the anomalous magnetic moment of the electron [33],

ae = (1 159 652 180.85 ± .76) 10−12 , (65)

as well as improved QED calculations [34], implies, given the
other uncertainties in the determination ofα, that any extra
contributionδae should satisfy [63]

|δae| <∼ 2 10−11 . (66)

This requires

|feV | <∼
10−4

√

F (mU/me)
mU (MeV) , (67)

that we can simply remember as

|feV | <∼ 10−4 mU (MeV) , (68)

or

f 2
eV

m 2
U

<∼ 103 GF , (69)

as soon asmU is larger than a few MeV’s [64]. We immedi-
ately see that this constraint is relatively weak, comparedto
those involving axial couplings as deduced fromgµ − 2 , Υ
decays and parity-violation effects in atomic physics ...

B. Vector and axial couplings

If there is also anaxial couplingone getsδae = δaVe +δa
A
e ,

with [35]

δaAe ≃ − f 2
eA

4 π2

m 2
e

m 2
U

H(
mU

me
) . (70)

The quantity

H =

∫ 1

0

2x3 + (x− x2)(4 − x)m 2
U/m

2
e

x2 + (1− x)m 2
U/m

2
e

dx , (71)

varies between≃ 1 for mU much smaller thanme, and
≃ 1.31 for mU = me, up to 5

3
for mU much larger than

me. One can write:

δae ≃
f 2
eV F (mU

me
)− 5 f 2

eA
3
5
H(mU

me
)

12 π2

m 2
e

m 2
U

. (72)

As soon asmU is larger than a few MeV’s (cf. eq. (64) and
eq. (91) in Section X), one can use the simplified expression
[35]

δae ≃ f 2
eV − 5 f 2

eA

12 π2

m 2
e

m 2
U

(73)

≃ 3 feL feR − f 2
eL − f 2

eR

12 π2

m 2
e

m 2
U

. (74)

This implies, roughly, formU >∼ a few MeV,

| f 2
eV − 5 f 2

eA | <∼ 10−8mU (MeV) 2 , (75)

or

| f 2
eV − 5 f 2

eA |
m 2
U

<∼ 103 GF . (76)

In general no limit can be obtained onfeV and feA sep-
arately, due the possibility of cancellations between positive
and negative contributions toδae. More specifically, one gets
as in [8] for a purely axial coupling,

|feA| <∼ 5 10−5 mU (MeV) . (77)

Practically the same limit on|feA| as in (77) also apply in
the case of a chiral coupling, e.g., right-handed, for whichone
has:

|feR| <∼ 10−4 mU (MeV) . (78)

These limits scale with theU mass, roughly likemU [65].

X. gµ − 2 CONSTRAINTS ON U COUPLINGS TO e

(assuming lepton universality)

Additional constraints on the couplings of theU to the
electron may be obtained from the consideration of themuon
g − 2, under the hypothesis of lepton universality for theU
couplings. The vector coupling of theU might also be re-
sponsible for the somewhat large value of the muong − 2, as
compared to standard model expectations, should this effect
turn out to be real.

A. Vector coupling

For aU with a vector couplingto the muon, one has, as in
(63),

δaµ ≃
f 2
µV

4 π2

∫ 1

0

m 2
µ x

2 (1− x) dx

m 2
µ x

2 +m 2
U (1− x)

≃
f 2
µV

8 π2
G (

mU

mµ
) ,

(79)

which reduces to
f 2
µV

8 π2 , in the limit of a lightU as compared to
mµ. If theU is not sufficiently light, we tabulate the function

G (
mU

ml
) =

2

3

m 2
l

m 2
U

F (
mU

ml
) , (80)
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as follows

mU small mµ/10 mµ/4 mµ/2 mµ

G (mU

mµ
) ≃ 1 .77 .57 .38

2π

3
√
3
− 1 ≃ .21

(81)

The latest experimental measurement of the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon [36],

aexpµ = (11 659 208.0± 6.3) 10−10 , (82)

compared to improved Standard Model expectations [37],

aSMµ = (11 659 180.4± 5.1) 10−10 , (83)

3.4 “σ” below the experimental value, implies that an extra
contribution toaµ should satisfy

δaµ = aexpµ − aSMµ = (27.6± 8.1) 10−10 , (84)

or (27.5± 8.4) 10−10 according to [38].

If this is considered as the sign of a real discrepancy with
the Standard Model, it could be taken as an indication for the
existence of a new spin-1U boson, with a vector coupling to
the muon

|fµV | ≈ 5 10−4

√

G (mU

mµ
)
, (85)

i.e.≈ (.5 to 1) 10−3, for aU mass of up tomµ.

Otherwise, we may conservatively interpret this result as
indicating that

− 10−9 <∼ δaµ <∼ 5 10−9 , (86)

which would only imply, for a pure vector coupling of theU
to the muon,

|fµV | <∼
6 10−4

√

G (mU

mµ
)
, (87)

i.e.

|fµV | <∼ (.6 to 1.3) 10−3 , (88)

for mU < mµ. In the natural case of a universal coupling to
charged leptons, this limit is more constraining than (68),for
mU >∼ 7 MeV.

B. Vector and axial couplings

If the coupling has also anaxial part, we can write, as for
the electron,

δaµ ≃
f 2
µV

8 π2
G(
mU

mµ
) −

f 2
µA

4 π2

m 2
µ

m 2
U

H(
mU

mµ
) , (89)

with

H =

∫ 1

0

2x3 + (x − x2)(4 − x)m 2
U/m

2
µ

x2 + (1− x)m 2
U/m

2
µ

dx , (90)

tabulated as follows:

mU small mµ/2 mµ large

H ≃ 1 1.18
π√
3
− 1

2
≃ 1.31 → 5

3

(91)

Axionlike behavior of a lightU , for mU < mµ :

The axial contribution to the anomalous magnetic moment
is superficially singular in the limit of smallmU (compared to
mµ), which originates from expression (34) of the propaga-
tor of the massive spin-1U boson, when its couplings involve
(apparently non-conserved) axial currents. The resultingex-
pression of the axial current contribution gets enhanced bya
factor m 2

µ /m
2
U .

The singularity is only apparent, as one can consider the
limit in which both the mass and the couplings are small, their
ratios being fixed by the extra-U(1) symmetry breaking scale,
as discussed in Sections II and V [1, 6]. In this limit of small
mU as compared tomµ H → 1, and the axial contribution
is neither singular (even ifmU → 0), nor does it disappear
(even in the limit of small axial gauge couplingfµA). It has,
instead,a finite limit.

γ

µ−µ−
U

mU < mµ

≃

γ

µ−µ−
pseudoscalar

FIG. 4: For a lightU as compared tomµ, the axialU -current contri-
bution to gµ − 2 becomes equivalent to the one due to the exchange
of a quasimassless pseudoscalara, with axionlike couplings (cf. Sec-
tions II and V).

The axial current contribution toaµ may then be written
as in (35-37), in whichfµ p, given by eq. (3), denotes the ef-
fective pseudoscalar coupling of the Goldstone bosona eaten
away by the lightU [1, 6]. With fµ p = 21/4 G

1/2
F mµ 1/x ,

one recovers the contribution of a standard axion (A) to
gµ − 2.

However, the spontaneous breaking of theSU(2)×U(1)×
extra-U(1) symmetry may well be due to the v.e.v’s of the
two Higgs doubletsh1 and h2 together with an extra singlet,
which may acquire a large v.e.v. so the the extra-U(1) symme-
try will then be broken at a high scale proportional to this large
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singlet v.e.v.. One then gets as in (31), taking into accountZ-
U mixing effects [1, 9, 21],fµp = 21/4 G

1/2
F mµ r/x , and

the contribution has the same expression as for an “invisible”
axion.

More precisely one has

δaAµ = −
GF m

2
µ

8 π2
√
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸

≃ 1.17 10−9

H(
mU

mµ
)
r2

x2
, (92)

with r2/x2 = cos2 ζ tan2 β, so that expression (37) ofδaAµ
remains approximately valid as long asmU is smaller than
mµ (so thatH(mU

mµ
) <∼ 1.3). It also applies, approximately,

whena is a massive spin-0 pseudoscalar associated with an
approximate, but explicitly broken, extra-U(1) symmetry.

Owing to (86), a purely axial coupling would have to verify
r/x = cos ζ tanβ <∼ 1 (slightly more constraining than the
<∼ 1.5 of [13]), and therefore

|fµA| <∼ 2 10−6 mU (MeV) , (93)

also expressed as

f2
µA

m 2
U

<∼
GF
3

. (94)

Similarly we would get for a chiral coupling, e.g. right-
handed,

|fµR| <∼ 4 10−6 mU (MeV) , (95)

approximately.

These limits on axial couplings fromgµ − 2 are more re-
strictive than the corresponding ones(77,78) from ge − 2,
by a factor≈ 25 .

Altogether taking bothge−2 andgµ−2 into consideration
and assuming lepton universality, we get the following upper
limits on the vector or axial lepton couplings of aU boson

|flV | <∼

{
10−4 mU (MeV) (2 MeV< mU <∼ 7 MeV) ,

7 10−4 up to 1.3 10−3 (mU < mµ) ,
(96)

or

|flA| <∼ 2 10−6 mU (MeV) , (97)

assuming for simplicity that only one of the two couplings is
present. We also get

|flR| <∼ 4 10−6 mU (MeV) (98)

in the case of a chiralU coupling toeR andµR, for exam-
ple. This in general decreases, especially for axial or chiral
couplings (decrease factor≈ 600), the maximum production
cross section fore+e− → γ U , compared to what could be
inferred fromge − 2 only.

XI. RELATING AXIAL COUPLINGS OF U

TO E AND Q

We first assume here, as usual, that the same Higgs dou-
blet (say ϕ = (ϕ+, ϕ◦) as in the standard model, or
h1 = (h ◦

1 , h
−
1 ) as in its supersymmetric extensions) gener-

ates through<ϕ◦> or <h ◦
1 > the down-quark and charged-

lepton masses. The corresponding trilinear Yukawa couplings
are proportional to(ϕ† eR eL+h.c.) , and(ϕ† dR dL+h.c.) ;
or to (h1 eR eL+h.c.) , and(h1 dR dL+h.c.) , SU(2) gauge
indices being omitted for simplicity.

The gauge invariance of these trilinear Yukawa couplings
requires, for the gauge quantum numbersf associated withU
boson exchanges (cf. the general analysis in [21])

feR = feL + fh1
, fdR = fdL + fh1

, (99)

and therefore, withfeA =
feL−feR

2
, fq A =

fq L−fq R

2
,

feA = fdA = − 1

2
fh1

(100)

(or 1
2
fϕ). The axial coupling of theU to the charge− 1

3

d, s or b quarks, fixed by theU coupling toh1, should then
be the same as for thee, µ or τ leptons:

feA = fµA = fτ A = fdA = fsA = fbA . (101)

We also get, in a similar way,

fuA = fcA = ftA = − 1

2
fh2

(102)

(or − 1
2
fϕ), but this will not be of direct interest to us here.

This takes into account possible mixings betweenZ andU
gauge bosons, as we wrote eqs. (99) directly in terms of theU
gauge couplings, rather than considering the extra-U(1)gauge
quantum numbersF in an intermediate step, then mixing the
corresponding extra-U(1) current with the standardZ current
Jµ3 − sin2 θ Jµem to get theU current.

Indeed eqs. (99-101) may be applied as well, both to
the extra-U(1) gauge quantum numberF , and to the cou-
plings of the standard electroweak neutral gauge fieldZµ◦ =
cos θWµ

3−sin θ Bµ to the usual weak neutral currentJµZ◦

=

Jµ3 − sin2 θ Jµem . The axial part of this current,JµZ◦ ax ≡
Jµ3 ax , satisfies eqs. (100,101) as well as eq. (102).

The conclusions (101) on the universality of the axial cou-
plings of the down quarks and charged leptons – and similarly,
(102) for up quarks – remain valid even if several Higgs dou-
blets are responsible for the charged-lepton and down-quark
masses, on one hand, and up-quark masses, on the other hand,
as long as they all have the same gauge quantum numbers as
h1 andh2, respectively.

Therefore as soon as we get interested in a situation involv-
ing axial couplings to the electron, or muon, it is necessary
to consideraxial couplings to the quarks as well. Strong con-
straints onfq A from ψ, Υ or kaon decays (cf. Section. XII)
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may then be turned into strong constraints onfeA. All this
goes in the direction of a more restrictive parameter space,
leaving less room open for an easy detection of a lightU bo-
son ine+e− scattering experiments.

Further implications in case of a chiral coupling to electrons:

If in addition we were to decide that theU is coupled
to eR only, not toeL, these very strong constraints onfq A
and therefore onfeA would apply to the vector coupling
to the electronfeV = − feA as well. These constraints
– as compared to those coming fromge − 2 – tend to di-
minish significantly by the maximum possible size of the
U coupling to the electron by a factor≈ 50 . I.e. typ-
ically from the |feR| <∼ 10−4 mU (MeV) of (78) corre-
sponding to |feA| <∼ 5 10−5 mU (MeV) of (77), down to
|feA| <∼ 10−6 mU (MeV) . Given that in this casef 2

eV =

f 2
eA = 1

2
f 2
e = 1

4
f 2
eR , this corresponds roughly to

maximum
f 2
e

m 2
U

decreasedfrom ≈ 500 GF from ge − 2

down to ≈ GF

5
from Υ decays.

(103)

The resulting possibleU production cross section ine+e− an-
nihilations would then be decreasedby more than 3 orders of
magnitude, as compared to what an optimistic but excessively
crude analysis could have indicated in such as case. This could
ruin, or in any case severely impede, the chances of finding the
U boson directly in this way, in the near future.

XII. RESTRICTIONS ON AXIAL COUPLING TO e

FROM QUARK COUPLINGS

The easiest way through which aU boson could mani-
fest, and in general be quickly excluded, would be through
flavor-changing neutral currentprocesses. Fortunately in the
simplest cases its couplings to quarks are found to be flavor-
conserving, as a consequence of the extra-U(1) gauge sym-
metry of the (trilinear) Yukawa interactions responsible for
quark and lepton masses, which naturally avoids prohibitive
FCNC processes [9, 21].

A. Constraints from searches for axionlike particles

Searches for unobserved axionlike particles in the decays
ψ → γ U , Υ → γ U , as shown in Fig. 5, with theU decaying
into unobserved LDM orνν̄ pairs, strongly constrains possi-
ble axial couplings to heavy quarks. These radiative decays
of theψ and theΥ , which areC = − states like the photon,
proceed only through theaxial coupling of theU boson to
quarks, which hasC = +.

Let us also indicate that thevector coupling of theU to
quarks, which hasC = −, can contribute, very much as in

Υ {

γ

U

b e

b̄ fbA

Υ {

γ

U

b fbA

b̄ e

FIG. 5: Upsilon decayΥ → γ U , induced by the axial coupling
fbA of the U boson to theb quark. See also Fig. 6.

Υ {

γ

a

b e

b̄ fb p

Υ {

γ

a

b fb p

b̄ e

FIG. 6: When theU is light as compared to theΥ, the sum of the
decay amplitudes forΥ → γ U (Fig. 5) is essentially the same as
for the production of a spin-0 pseudoscalara in Υ → γ a, with
a pseudoscalara coupling to theb quark fb p = fbA

2mb

mU
=

21/4 G
1/2
F mb

r
x

= 21/4 G
1/2
F mb cos ζ tan β [1, 5, 10].

[39], to the invisible decays of theψ and theΥ

ψ (or Υ)
fq V cχ−→ χχ , (104)

producing a pair of two invisible LDM particles. From the
new Belle upper limit [40]

B (Υ → invisible) < 2.5 10−3 , (105)

we can deduce as in [22] the upper limit

| cχ fb V | < 1.4 10−2 (106)

for the pair-production of self-conjugate Majorana particles
(resp. 2 10−2 for spin-0 LDM particles, or10−2 for Dirac
particles), improved by a factor

√
20 as compared to the ear-

lier ones obtained from the CLEO limit of 5 %.

Let us now return to the radiative decays of theψ andΥ.
According to the analysis and evaluations of [1] the produc-
tion rates ofU bosons in these radiative decays are the same
as for the equivalent (“eaten away”) pseudoscalar Goldstone
boson,a. (The same applies if thisa is a massive but light
pseudoscalar, associated with a small explicit breaking ofthe
global extra-U(1) symmetry.) If we were working with two
Higgs doublets only without introducing an extra singlet, the
decay rates would be essentially the same as for a standard ax-
ion, evaluated in [19]. As we also introduced an extra Higgs
singlet which can acquire a (possibly large) v.e.v., the spin-1
U boson behaves like a doublet-singlet combinationa ex-
pressed as in (28), theψ andΥ decays rates being multiplied
by a factorr2 = cos2 ζ < 1 .

The effective pseudoscalar couplings of this equivalent
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pseudoscalara to thec andb quarks are given by,







fc p = fcA
2mc

mU
= 21/4 G

1/2
F mc r x

= 21/4 G
1/2
F mc cos ζ cotβ ,

fb p = fbA
2mb

mU
= 21/4 G

1/2
F mb r/x

= 21/4 G
1/2
F mc cos ζ tanβ ,

(107)
corresponding to







fcA = 2−3/4 G
1/2
F mU r x ≃ 2 10−6 mU (MeV) r x ,

fbA = 2−3/4 G
1/2
F mU r/x ≃ 2 10−6 mU (MeV) r/x .

(108)

The resulting decay rates, obtained from

B(ψ → γ U/a)

B(ψ → µ+µ−)
=

GF m
2
c√

2πα
r2 x2 Cψ ≃ 8 10−4 r2 x2 Cψ ,

(109)
and

B(Υ → γ U/a)

B(Υ → µ+µ−)
=

GF m
2
b√

2πα

r2

x2
CΥ ≃ 8 10−3 r

2

x2
CΥ,

(110)
are

{
B ( ψ → γ U/a ) ≃ 5 10−5 r2 x2 Cψ ,

B ( Υ → γ U/a ) ≃ 2 10−4 (r2/x2) CΥ .
(111)

Cψ andCΥ, expected to be larger than1/2, take into account
QCD radiative and relativistic corrections. AU boson de-
caying into LDM particles (orν ν̄ pairs) would remain unde-
tected.

From the experimental limits [41, 42]

{

B ( ψ → γ + invisible ) < 1.4 10−5 ,

B ( Υ → γ + invisible ) < 1.5 10−5 ,
(112)

we deducedrx < .75 and r/x < .4 [1, 10, 13, 22], and
therefore

r2 = cos2 ζ < .3 , (113)

which already implises thata must be mostly singlet
( sin2 ζ > 70%), rather than doublet (cos2 ζ < 30%).

This immediately implies, for theψ, an expected branch-
ing ratio that is rather small, for example

B ( ψ → γ U/a ) <∼ 10−7 , (114)

if one is to consider also relatively large values of1/x =
tanβ = v2/v1 >∼ 10. Such large values oftanβ could
comparatively enhance the branching ratio forΥ → γ U/a ,
which is proportional tocos2 ζ tan2 β .

These limits may be turned from (108) into upper limits on
the axial coupling of theU to thec andb quarks,

{
|fcA| <∼ 1.5 10−6 mU (MeV) ,

|fbA| <∼ .8 10−6 mU (MeV) .
(115)

This corresponds, approximately, to

f 2
bA

m 2
U

<∼
GF
10

. (116)

By searching for the decayK+ → π++ invisibleU (con-
strained to have a branching ratio smaller than≈ 10−10 [43],
for mU < 100 MeV), which could be induced at a too large
rate even in the absence ofs → dU decays at tree level, with
theU directly attached to e.g. as quark line, one may also
get (see [22] for details),

fsA <∼ 2 10−7 mU (MeV) . (117)

Of course these limits should be somewhat relaxed for a
rather lightU having a mass smaller than2mχ, and a smaller
coupling to neutrinos than to electrons. TheU would then de-
cay mainly intoe+e− pairs, and the size of its axial couplings
to quarks would be less strongly constrained, as e.g. from
[44], from the production ofγ e+e− in the final state. This
could make it desirable to get improved limits on the decays
ψ → γ U , Υ → γ U , K+ → π+ U , with U → e+e−.

If eqs. (101) relating the axial coupling of the electron to
the axial couplings of the (d, s, b) quarks hold, we should
have, from eqs. (101,115),

feA <∼ 10−6 mU (MeV) . (118)

This upper limit on the axial coupling of theU to the electron
is more severe than the ones (77,93) that may be derived from
the consideration of the anomalous magnetic moment of the
electron, and of the muon assuming lepton universality.

B. Constraints from parity-violation in atomic physics

Experiments looking forparity-violation effects in atomic
physicsconstrain the product of the axial coupling of theU
to the electronfeA, times its (average) vector coupling to a
quark (cf. Fig. 7) [6, 7] to be very small, typically

|feA fqV |
m 2
U

<∼ 10−3 GF , (119)

or more precisely [8]:

−1.5 10−14mU (MeV)2 <∼ feA fqV <∼ .6 10−14mU (MeV)2.
(120)

These limits, valid in the local limit approximation for
mU ≥ 100 MeV, should be multiplied by a corrective factor
K−1(mU ) ≥ 1, which is about 2 formU of a few MeV’s.
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e−

q

e−

q

U

fe A

fq V

FIG. 7: U -exchange amplitude contributing to parity-violation ef-
fects in atomic physics [6, 7, 8].

Axial couplings to the electron that would approach a
few times10−5 mU (MeV), as considered previously (only
from ge − 2, cf. eq. (68)), would require the effective
vector coupling to quarks to be extremely small,|fqV | <∼
10−9 mU (MeV) .

Even if we were deciding to ignore the strong constraint
(118) fromΥ decays, having

|feA| >∼ 10−6 mU (MeV) (121)

would require

|fqV | <∼ a few10−8 mU (MeV) , (122)

still very restrictive.

A U coupled only to leptons (and dark matter), not to quarks ?

But maybe theU does not couple to quarks at all ? As
quarks and leptons usually acquire their masses through trilin-
ear Yukawa couplings to the same Higgs doublet (or doublet
pairh1 andh2, in a supersymmetric theory), demanding that
the extraU(1) does not act on quarks implies that it does not
act on Higgs doublets either. This leads to an extra-U(1) cur-
rent proportional to the leptonic current (or toLe, or Le−Lµ,
or Le − Lτ , ...), plus an additional dark matter contribution.
TheU current is here identical to this extra-U(1) current as
the extra-U(1) gauge boson does not mix with the standard
electroweakZ boson. But, although we would no longer have
to worry about the strong constraints from hadronic decays,or
parity-violation effects in atomic physics, we still have to take
into account another constraint in the leptonic sector, coming
from the fact thatU exchanges should not modify excessively
the neutrino-electron scattering cross section, which hasbeen
measured at low|q2| (cf. Sec. XIV).

XIII. SATISFYING CONSTRAINTS ON AXIAL

COUPLINGS, WITH A VECTORIAL U CURRENT

A simple way to satisfy automatically such stringent limits
involving axial couplings would be to consider situations,nat-
ural in a number of models, in which theU couples to leptons
and quarksin a purely vectorial(or almost purely vectorial)
way [9, 21]. This is the case if there is only one Higgs dou-
blet (+ at least one extra singlet so that theU gets its mass).
Or several Higgs doublets (ofh1-type andh2-type as in su-
persymmetric theories) taken to have the same value of the

extra-U(1) quantum numberF once they have the same value
Y = − 1

2
, or + 1

2
, of the weak hypercharge; plus again at

least one extra singlet.

Mixing effects between the neutralZ andU bosons, as de-
scribed by (47), in general affect the couplings of theU . The
vector part in the quark and lepton contribution to theU cur-
rent then normally appears as a combination of theB, L (or
B−L in a grand-unified theory, and electromagnetic currents.
The axial part may well be absent, depending on the theory
considered (i.e. depending on the extra-U(1) gauge quantum
numbers chosen for the electroweak Higgs doublets). There
is also of course, in addition, an extra LDM part.

A vectorialU current :

The possible absence of an axial part in theU current pro-
vides a favorable situation, in view of having “large” (vecto-
rial) couplings to electrons. This is also in agreement with
eqs. (101), which imply that in the absence of axial couplings
to quarks there should be no axial coupling to leptons either.
In that case theU current, purely vectorial as far as quarks
and leptons are concerned, is expressed as a linear combina-
tion of the (conserved or almost conserved)B andL currents
with the electromagnetic one. With, in particular,feL = feR,
bounded by (96) from the anomalous magnetic moments of
charged leptons.

XIV. CONSEQUENCES OF A CONSTRAINT

FROM ν − e SCATTERING

Even in such a “favorable case” of a vectorial coupling to
quarks and leptons, allowing for the possibility of a largercou-
pling fe, we still have to take into account another stringent
constraint in the purely leptonic sector, namely, from low-|q2|
ν-e scattering [45],

|fν fe|
m 2
U

<∼ GF , (123)

formU larger than a few MeV’s [12]. If we could say that the
U is not (or very little) coupled to neutrinos, this constraint
would be trivially satisfied, and we would only have to take
into account the constraints from the electron and muong−2.

νL

e−

νL

e−

U

fν

fe

FIG. 8: U -exchange amplitude, contributing to low-energyν - elec-
tron scattering.

If we were to assume no couplings to quarks, which results
in a coupling to the leptonic currents only (plus a dark matter
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contribution), theU couplings toe’s andν’s, fe andfν , should
then be equal, and thus cannot be too large:

if fν ≈ fe =⇒ fe <∼ 3 10−6 mU (MeV) , (124)

which is about3 10−5 at 10 MeV, reducing further (compared
to the ≈ 10−4 mU (MeV) of (68) or ≈ 10−3 of (96)) the
hopes of detecting a lightU in e+e− annihilations); up to
≈ 10−3 at 300 MeV.

This upper limit (124) is still larger than the lower one (60)
from the annihilation cross section, using the requirementthat
the coupling to the dark matter particleχ remains perturbative
(unlessmU is taken too large as compared to2mχ). The
same conclusions are reached as long as we considerfe and
fν to be of the same order.

If the U couplings to electrons and neutrinos turn out
to be similar, they should verify as in (124)|fe| <∼
3 10−6 mU (MeV) , much more constraining than the≈
10−4 mU (MeV) of (68) from ge − 2.

Even in this case,a 100 MeV (300 MeV)U would allow
for a coupling to the electron of up to≈ 3 10−4 (resp.10−3),
that could be detectable, especially if theU decays invisibly
into χχ pairs.

Otherwise, one may also satisfy the above leptonic con-
straint (123) while allowing forcouplings to electrons larger
than in (124), by havingvery small or even vanishing cou-
plings to neutrinos. This requires taking into account mixing
effects between theZ andU bosons, if we want the coupling
to the electron to be purely vectorial.

XV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, constraints which do not involve dark matter
directly, as from an axionlike behavior of aU boson (tested in
ψ, Υ andK+ decays, ... ) or atomic-physics parity-violation,
as well asZ-U mixing effects, cannot be ignored.

Constraints involving Dark Matter particles do not in gen-
eral provide useful bounds on the expected size of theU cou-
plings to electrons. In particular, these couplings may well
be rather small, provided theU coupling to LDM particles

be large enough, still providing annihilation cross sections for
light dark matter particles intoe+e− of the appropriate size.

A way to satisfy systematically all strong constraints in-
volving axial couplings of theU boson would be to consider
a U coupled to a purely-vectorial neutral current, as far as
quarks and charged leptons are concerned. An even more fa-
vorable situation, to allow for relatively “large” couplings to
electrons, is obtained when theU is much less coupled to neu-
trinos than to electrons, thanks toZ-U mixing effects [21], as
also useful to obey the supernovae constraint on lighter dark
matter particles [29].

Theg− 2 constraints (88,96) allow for a vectorial coupling
to charged leptons of up to≈ (.6 to 1.3) 10−3 for mU < mµ

(from gµ − 2 assuming lepton universality, in the absence of
any special cancellation effect). The constraints fromgµ − 2
are then stronger than those fromge − 2, as soon as theU is
heavier than about 7 MeV. In such a case, a vectorialU cou-
pling to charged leptons(fl V ) of the order of10−3 could
also be responsible for the rather large value of the muon
gµ − 2, as compared to standard model predictions, without
affecting excessively thege − 2 of the electron.

Having
f 2
e

<∼ 10−6 , (125)

i.e. <∼ 10−5 e2 , or f 2
e /(4 π) <∼ 10−7, makes in any case

the detection ofU production ine+e− colliders difficult. It
is even more so if theU current has vector and axial parts of
comparable magnitudes, axial couplings being very strongly
constrained. The prospects for actually producing and detect-
ing such very weakly coupledU bosons ine+e− → γ U
appear as challenging, and efforts should be pursued in this
direction.

It may also be worth considering situations in which a light
spin-1U boson is produced, for example ine+e− scatterings,
through an axial coupling to the muon,τ , or a heavy quark (as
we saw forψ and Υ decays), especially theb (owing also to
the tanβ in its effective coupling). The corresponding effec-
tive pseudoscalar couplings, enhanced by factors2mq,l/mU ,
are given by (30-33), as for a relatively light neutral pseu-
doscalar Higgs boson, in supersymmetric extensions of the
Standard Model.
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[46] The processe+e− → γ U , with an amplitude proportional to

the extra-U(1) gauge coupling of theU to the electron, may
also be partly related with the corresponding processe+e− →
γ̃ G̃ , G̃ denoting the massive spin-3

2
gravitino (or the equiva-

lent spin-1
2

goldstino) [4], with an amplitude inversely propor-
tional to the supersymmetry-breaking scale parameterd. This
happens if theU contributes in part (through the v.e.v. of the
corresponding auxiliaryD component) to the generation of
mass splittings between bosons and fermions within the mul-
tiplets of supersymmetry.(Very) small gauge couplingsof the
U to quarks and leptons would then correspond to a

√
<D>

(and thereforeΛss) (much) higher than electroweak scale.
[47] The µ parameter was often considered, later, as a source of

difficulty referred to as the “µ problem”. This could be taken
as one further reason for getting rid of theµ term in favor of
a trilinear couplingλ H1H2N . However, the size of the su-
persymmetricµ parameter may be controlled by considering

either an approximate extra-U(1) symmetry such as the one we
gauge here, or an approximate continuousR-symmetry (bro-
ken, at the energy scale of SUSY particles, by the gravitino and
gaugino mass terms, in particular), asµ occurs in violation of
both symmetries. This allows one to evacuate the so-calledµ
problem, without necessarily having to replace theµ term by a
trilinear coupling with the singletN .

[48] As the linear termσN used in the superpotential of [3] explic-
itly broke this (then ungauged) extra-U(1) symmetry, our two
Higgs doublets generated, with the “R-invariant” superpoten-
tial

λ H1H2N + σ N

(not invariant under any other extra-U(1) symmetry), a sponta-
neous breaking ofSU(2) × U(1) down toU(1)QED, without
unwanted massless or quasimassless (“axionlike” or “dilaton-
like”) spin-0 particles.

[49] This gauging was also motivated by other reasons, like,at
the time, making squarks and sleptons heavy through sponta-
neously-generatedD terms rather than using (universal) ex-
plicit dimension-2m 2

◦ squark and slepton mass2 terms, as al-
ready introduced in the first paper of [2] but breaking explicitly
the supersymmetry. Generating spontaneously thesem 2

◦ terms
led us to gauge an extra-U(1)A symmetry actingaxially (in the
simplest case) on quarks and leptons.m 2

◦ terms are now usually
generated through gravity-induced breaking.

[50] The last two terms, proportional toN2 and N3, are also for-
biden by the continuousR-symmetry if it is imposed [3]. This
one gets reduced toR-parity in the presence of gravity, owing to
the gravitino and gaugino mass terms, in particular [4]. It is still
possible to useR-symmetry to forbid theN3 term (correspond-
ing to dimension-4 terms in the Lagrangian density), while al-
lowing for gravity-induced terms of dimensions≤ 3 associated
with m3/2, for whichR-symmetry is reduced toR-parity.

[51] The couplings of the SM Higgs field (
√
2 ℜϕ◦) are given,

in terms of <
√
2 ℜϕ◦ > = v ≃ 246 GeV, by

mq,l

v
=

21/4 G
1/2
F mq,l .

[52] Within supersymmetric theories, these two fieldszg (Goldstone
boson eliminated by theZ) andA (pseudoscalar to be elimi-
nated later by theU ) are described by the two orthogonal chiral
superfield combinationsHg = (cos β H ◦

1 − sin β H ◦

2 ) and
(sin β H ◦

1 + cos β H ◦

2 ) , respectively.
[53] This A field, that became in [2] a massless Goldstone boson

eliminated away when the extra-U(1) is gauged so that the
spin-1U boson acquires a mass, was formerly massive in [3], as
the superpotential used there,λ H1H2N+σN , breaks explic-
itly this extra-U(1) symmetry, so that the existence of a mass-
less or quasimassless axionlike pseudoscalar was automatically
avoided.
On the other hand, if we considerλ = 0 (e.g. by taking the
limit in which λ andσ get small, their ratio, and thereforev1v2
being fixed), we return to a situation in which the extra-U(1) is
spontaneously broken,A being the corresponding Golsdtone
boson, also associated with a massless or quasimassless spin-0
scalar (“modulus”) corresponding to another flat directionof
the potential, as forλ = 0 the minimisation of( ~D2 +D′2)/2
in V only determines|v2|2−|v1|2 . Both bosons are described
by (sin δ ϕ′′◦ + cos δ ϕ′◦∗) (eq. (53) of [3]), i.e. in mod-
ern notations(sin β h◦

1 + cos β h◦

2), the spin-0 component of
(sin β H◦

1 + cosβ H◦

2 ) .
[54] If we forget about supersymmetry we might decide that

u-quarks /d-quarks / charged-leptons get masses indifferently
from couplings to eitherh1, or h2. The resulting pseudoscalar
couplings ofA would then be21/4 G1/2

F mq,l times x for
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the fermions acquiring masses through<h2 > (ordinarily up
quarks); or1/x for those acquiring masses through< h1 >
(ordinarily down quarks and charged leptons). This analysis ap-
plies as well to such situations. If two different doublets are sep-
arately responsible for all quark masses (sayh2) and charged-
lepton masses (sayh1), the limits fromψ andΥ decays would
no longer directly restrict the size of the axial couplings to
charged leptons,feA.

[55] This cross section should be≃ 2 pb (doubled in the non-self-
conjugate case), times the branching ratioBee

ann for producing
e+e− in LDM annihilations, here assumed to be not too small.
ThisBee

ann could be e.g.≃ 40% if all decay channels intoe+e−

or νν̄ pairs contribute equally; it could also approach 1, asνν̄
modes may well be suppressed.

[56] The profile should be sufficiently steep near the Galactic Center,
e.g. a “Moore-type” distribution withρ ≈ r−γ not so far from
r−1.5, near the Galactic Center.

[57] In particular, we may haveS-wave-dominated halo annihila-
tions, with typicalmχ ≈ 3 to 30 MeV, and a cross section
(scaling likem 2

χ) which depends on the dark matter profile:

(σχχ→e+e−vrel)halo ≈ (.2 fb to .2 pb) (mχ/(10 MeV) )2,

as can be seen from Fig. 7 of [27], small compared to the cross
section at freeze-out, to be provided by theP -wave term.

[58] In the case of a LDM particle lighter than about 10 MeV, this
supernovae analysis points in the direction of a small coupling
fν of theU boson to neutrinos, significantly smaller than its
coupling fe to electrons. This would make it even more diffi-
cult than indicated in [30] to attempt detectingU bosons with
high-energy neutrino telescopes. Indeed, havingfν ≈ fe (then
<∼ 3 10−6 mU (MeV) , cf. Section XIV) would lead to rela-
tively large neutrino-LDM interactions (as for the large LDM
interactions with electrons, responsible for their annihilations
into e+e−), in conflict with the results of [29] for such light
Dark Matter particles.

[59] There are corrections when the non-vanishingme is taken into
account. In particular, for a lightU an axial coupling generates
an effective pseudoscalar couplingfeA 2me

mU
; the resulting terms

in σ, proportional toe2 (feA
2me

mU
)2 /s, can be neglected for

mU >∼ a few MeV, as compared to the≈ e2 (f 2
eA + f 2

eV ) /s
terms in (54). FormU < 2me these terms become essential in
the evaluation of the annihilation cross section, or positronium
decay rate, fore+e− → γ U [5].

[60] With t, u ≃ − 1

2
(s−m2

U ) (1∓ cos θ) , we get

s2 +m 4
U

2ut
− 1 =

2

(s−m 2
U )

2

(
s2 +m 4

U

sin2 θ
− (s−m 2

U )
2

2

)

.

[61] U → e+e− may represent only≈ 40 % of the decays, if all
e+e− and νν̄ channels contribute equally, theχχ mode be-
ing absent or kinematically forbidden.BU→e+e− could also be
very close to 0 ifmU > 2mχ, as theU is expected to be more
strongly coupled to LDM than to ordinary particles. It could
approach 1 ifmU < 2mχ, with theU coupling much less to
neutrinos than to electrons.

[62] The lightU boson may have very small couplings with quarks
and leptons, and a significantly larger onecχ to LDM particles.

[63] Up to a recent timeδae was constrained to verifyδae ≃
(1.24 ± .95) 10−11 [34], i.e., approximately,− 10−11 <∼
δae <∼ 3 10−11. The very recent measurement of the electron
anomalous magnetic moment shifted the experimental value of
ae downward by 1.7σ, with an uncertainty nearly 6 times lower
than in the past [33]. We still remain, however, with the uncer-
tainties in the best determinations ofα independently ofae, so
that we can now write approximately, from the comparison be-
tween measured and “calculated” magnetic moments,

−2 10−11 <∼ δae <∼ 2 10−11 .

[64] The limit on |feV | decreases down to about4 10−5 for mU

much smaller thanme, a situation which we are not interested
in here.

[65] Such limits could be alleviated in the presence of extracontri-
butions toae andaµ, as from heavy (e.g. mirror) fermions in
the case of spin-0 LDM particles [12]. Conversely,U exchanges
could help making acceptable such heavy fermion contributions
to g − 2, if present.


